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Summary

Required mitigation of wetlands impacts is a manda-
tory feature of many Clean Water Act §404 permits . 
In Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management Dis-
trict, the Supreme Court held that government agen-
cies must show a relationship between a proposed 
permit condition and the adverse environmental 
effects that the condition proposes to mitigate . The 
permit condition also must be proportional to the 
scope of the proposed project regardless of whether 
the permit condition is a demand for money or prop-
erty . Current permitting practices tend to identify the 
nexus between the permit conditions and to be pro-
portional . Still, to be prepared for future lawsuits by 
property owners asserting their private property rights 
under the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment, 
existing compensatory mitigation guidelines should 
be amended to set forth more strict guidelines on 
how mitigation requirements are quantified and how 
mitigation is measured against the proposed develop-
ment’s impact .

I. Introduction

Historically, wetlands have been viewed as wasted land, 
which could only be put to productive use such as farm-
ing or development (industrial, commercial, or residential), 
after draining and earth filling .1 As a result, over one-half 
of the original 215 million acres of wetlands in the lower 
48 states have been drained and converted to other uses .2 
Only recently have the importance and value of wetlands 
become evident . Wetlands provide benefits that no other 
ecosystem can provide .3 Wetlands provide necessary habi-
tats for a disproportionately high percentage of endangered 
and threatened species; help with flood mitigation, storm 
abatement, and aquifer recharge; maintain water and air 
quality; provide opportunities for recreation and aesthetic 
appreciation; and constitute a significant factor in the global 
cycles of nitrogen, sulfur, and carbon .4 The importance of 
protecting wetlands is clear, yet governmental regulation 
of wetlands is not so simple . Over 75% of wetlands in the 
United States are privately owned5; as a result, environmen-
tal regulation comes into conflict with fundamental con-
stitutional rights to private property and economic liberty . 
The extent to which the government may regulate private 
land use to enhance environmental objectives is limited by 
the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment .6

Currently, no comprehensive national wetland law 
exists . The primary vehicle for wetlands protection and reg-
ulation is Clean Water Act (CWA)7 §404, which imposes a 
permitting requirement on development of property classi-
fied as wetlands .8 The U .S . Army Corps of Engineers (the 
Corps) considers multiple factors when deciding whether 
to issue a §404 permit, but most importantly, the Corps 
weighs the potential environmental damage against the 
proposed development’s benefits and any efforts to mitigate 
or offset potential loss of natural resources . Section 404 
has been construed to encompass a duty to mitigate the 
impact of the proposed project, “not only through proper 
management of the filling itself but also by compensating 

1 . John Randolph, Environmental Land Use Planning and Manage-
ment 540 (2004) .

2 . Id.
3 . U .S . Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Wetlands and People, http://

water .epa .gov/type/wetlands/people .cfm (last updated Mar . 6, 2012) .
4 . William J . Mitsch & James G . Gosselink, Wetlands 508-27 (2d ed . 

1993) .
5 . U .S . EPA, Wetlands Protection, http://water .epa .gov/type/wetlands/protec-

tion .cfm (last updated Oct . 9, 2012) .
6 . Principles of Constitutional Environmental Law 267 (James R . May 

ed ., 2011) .
7 . 33 U .S .C . §§1251-1387, ELR Stat . FWPCA §§101-607 . See also Ass’n 

of State Wetland Managers, Proceedings of the National Wetland 
Symposium: Mitigation of Impacts and Losses 49 (Jon A . Kusler et al . 
eds ., 1986) [hereinafter Mitigation of Impacts] .

8 . Mitigation of Impacts, supra note 7, at 49 .
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for wetlands destroyed by filling.”9 Compensatory mitiga-
tion measures may take different forms (in-lieu fees, miti-
gation bank credits, or permittee-responsible mitigation),10 
and the Corps has the right to require developers to miti-
gate any unavoidable impact on wetlands as a condition of 
a §404 permit.

The Takings Clause provides that private property shall 
not “be taken for public use, without just compensation.”11 
The Clause secures compensation when proper govern-
ment regulation amounts to a taking of private property.12 
Regulatory actions taken by the government can potentially 
constitute a taking of private property even if no physical 
property was taken.13 Requiring land use permits for devel-
opment does not in and of itself constitute a regulatory tak-
ing.14 However, the government may not condition approval 
of permits upon conditions that deny an individual a consti-
tutional right to just compensation for land taken.15

In 2013, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision 
in Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 
which further expands a property owner’s ability to chal-
lenge land use regulations and fees under the Takings 
Clause.16 In Koontz, the Court held that government agen-
cies must show a relationship between the proposed permit 
condition and the adverse environmental effects that the 
condition proposes to mitigate. The permit condition also 
must be proportional to the scope of the proposed project 
regardless of whether the permit condition is a demand for 
money or property.17

This Article explores some of the potential implica-
tions that Koontz may have for the permitting process 
under §404, which functions as the primary regulatory 
tool used to manage our nation’s wetlands. Specifically, 
the focus will be on how the Court’s extension of “nexus” 
and “rough proportionality” requirements to monetary 
exactions may affect the use of mitigation bank credits 
and in-lieu fee credits as compensatory mitigation mea-
sures. Part II of the Article establishes the value provided 
by wetlands, and the federal government’s response to 
their deteriorating condition. Part III gives an overview 
of the CWA and the §404 permitting process. Part IV 
provides a review of takings law prior to Koontz and sum-

9. Margaret “Peggy” Strand & Lowell M. Rothschild, Wetlands Desk-
book 91 (3d ed. 2009).

10. Id. at 92.
11. U.S. Const. amend. V.
12. First English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale v. Los Angeles 

Cnty., 482 U.S. 304, 315, 17 ELR 20787 (1987).
13. Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393, 415 (1922).
14. United States v. Riverside Bayview Homes, 474 U.S. 121, 127, 16 ELR 

20086 (1985).
15. Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 U.S. 374, 385, 24 ELR 21083 (1994).
16. Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., 133 S. Ct. 2586, 2603, 43 

ELR 20140 (2013). See also Lemire v. Washington Dep’t of Ecology, 309 
P.3d 395, 409, 43 ELR 20196 (Wash. 2013).

17. Koontz, 133 S. Ct. at 2603.

marizes that decision. Part V examines what Koontz may 
mean for mitigation banks and in-lieu fees as conditions 
for §404 permits. Part VI concludes with a suggestion 
that Koontz might not result in drastic changes to §404 
permits or wetland management.

II. The Current State of Wetlands

Wetlands are found in all 48 states and in every physio-
graphic region of the country.18 Generally, wetlands are 
defined as “areas that are periodically or permanently inun-
dated by surface or ground water and support vegetation 
adapted for life in saturated soil.”19

A. The Value of Wetlands

“Far from being useless, disease-ridden places, wetlands 
provide values that no other ecosystem can.”20 Wetlands 
provide value to the public through flood mitigation, storm 
abatement, aquifer recharge, water quality improvement, 
aesthetics, and general subsistence.21 Wetlands play a critical 
role in regulating the movement of water within watersheds 
(defined as “a land area that drains to a common waterway, 
such as a stream, lake, estuary, wetland, or ultimately the 
ocean”),22 as well as in the global water cycle. Wetlands store 
stormwaters and intercept storm runoff, thus reducing the 
risks of flooding.23 Man-made flood and storm-abatement 
measures do not compare to this natural ecosystem: The 
Corps deemed floodplain wetlands so effective for flood 
control that it chose to purchased riverine wetlands on the 
Charles River in Massachusetts instead of building expen-
sive flood-control structures as a means to protect the city of 
Boston from flooding.24

Wetlands also function as sinks for chemicals, exert-
ing a major influence on naturally added or artificially 
applied chemicals that flow through them.25 For example, 
wetlands play an important part in returning “excess” 
nitrogen from fertilizer-rich agricultural runoff to the 
atmosphere through denitrification. Wetlands aid in 
sulfur and carbon cycles, which have been significantly 
altered by humans through activities such as the increased 

18. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv. (FWS), Report to Congress: Status and 
Trends of Wetlands in the Contemporaneous United States 2004 
to 2009 39 (2011) [hereinafter FWS, Report to Congress], available at 
http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Documents/Status-and-Trends-of-Wetlands-
in-the-Conterminous-United-States-2004-to-2009.pdf.

19. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, Regulatory Program Frequently Asked Questions, 
http://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/CivilWorks/RegulatoryProgramand-
Permits/FrequentlyAskedQuestions.aspx (last visited Feb. 8, 2014).

20. U.S. EPA, Wetlands and People, supra note 3.
21. Mitsch & Gosselink, supra note 4, at 519.
22. 40 C.F.R. §230.92 (2014).
23. Mitsch & Gosselink, supra note 4, at 519.
24. Id.
25. Id. at 524.
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burning of fossil fuels .26 Wetlands provide additional 
value through groundwater recharge and have also been 
shown to improve water quality by removing organic and 
inorganic nutrients and toxic materials from water that 
flows across them .27

Furthermore, wetlands provide a necessary habitat 
for a vast array of animal and plant species . Not only do 
wetlands house a disproportionately high percentage of 
endangered and threatened species,28 the species also pro-
vide commercial benefits and are an integral part of the 
U .S . economy . Mammals such as the muskrat and reptiles 
such as alligators are harvested for their pelts and hides,29 
and over 95% of the fish and shellfish species harvested 
commercially within the United States depend on wet-
lands .30 Timber and other herbaceous vegetation found 
throughout wetlands are also commercially harvested .31 In 
addition, the recreational hunting industry relies heavily 
on the waterfowl and other birds that depend on wetlands . 
This industry brings in millions of dollars to local econo-
mies through the sale of hunting equipment, food, travel 
expenses, and lodging .32 Wetlands also attract visitors for 
the recreational, cultural, aesthetic, and research value 
they provide .33 According to the U .S . Fish and Wildlife 
Service’s (FWS’) 2006 national survey, 87 .5 million indi-
viduals participated in wildlife-related recreation, spending 
over $122 billion .34 Simply put, wetlands provide immense 
value and are essential to the environmental and economic 
well-being of the United States .

B. Wetlands Regulation and Management

Despite their importance, wetlands are disappearing at 
an alarming rate .35 Over one-half of the nation’s wetlands 
have been drained and converted to other uses36 and con-
tinue to be lost at a rate that far outpaces the rate at which 
they are reestablished .37 In recent years, the federal gov-
ernment has recognized the ecological significance of the 
nation’s wetlands, as well as the rapid rate at which they 
are disappearing, and has taken measures to retard this 
loss . “No net loss” of wetlands has become the guiding 
policy for wetland regulation and preservation at the fed-
eral level . No net loss means that for every wetland lost, 

26 . Id. at 525-26 .
27 . Id. at 522-23 .
28 . Id. at 517 .
29 . Id. at 508 .
30 . Id. at 514 .
31 . Id. at 516-17 .
32 . Id. at 510 .
33 . Id. at 524-25 .
34 . FWS, 2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-As-

sociated Recreation 4 (2006), available at http://wsfrprograms .fws .gov/
Subpages/NationalSurvey/nat_survey2006_final .pdf .

35 . Gulf Restoration Network, Wetland Loss (2012), available at http://
healthygulf .org/our-work/wetlands/wetland-loss .

36 . U .S . EPA, Wetlands Status and Trends, http://water .epa .gov/type/wetlands/
vital_status .cfm (last updated Jan . 24, 2013) .

37 . FWS estimated that the rate of wetland loss increased 140%, while the rate 
of wetland reestablishment increased by 17%, from their previous study 
period . See FWS, Report to Congress, supra note 18, at 16 .

another will be restored or created .38 First set in place by 
President George H .W . Bush, successive administrations 
have affirmed and enhanced President Bush’s commitment 
to no net loss of wetlands .39 In 1990, the Corps and the 
U .S . Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) clarified 
this goal in a Memorandum of Agreement as “no overall 
net loss of values and functions .”40

Currently, there is no specific or comprehensive 
national wetland law . Federal wetland protection efforts 
occur through regulations (CWA §404), economic incen-
tives and disincentives (tax deductions for selling or donat-
ing wetlands to qualified organizations), and acquisition 
(establishing national wildlife refuges) .41 Wetland pro-
tection and management has been primarily a national 
initiative, but individual states have also begun to assist 
in the effort by enacting laws to regulate activities in the 
wetlands .42 Some local governments have decided to take 
wetland management even further by adopting local wet-
land protection ordinances and requiring more stringent 
standards for development permits of wetlands .43 Federal, 
state, and local government regulatory or permitting pro-
grams have become essential tools in the nationwide effort 
to protect wetlands .

1. Land Use Regulation

Wetlands law operates at the junction of private property 
rights and natural resource protection . As development 
pressure emerges as the largest cause of wetland loss,44 
regulation of land use in the wetlands becomes the main 
mechanism used to protect this natural resource . However, 
the vast majority of U .S . wetlands are on private property45; 
therefore, regulating development and land use clashes with 
individuals’ ability to convert their land to more economi-
cally profitable purposes .

There is no legal restriction against owning wetlands or 
buying and selling wetland property, but federal law (and 
some state and/or local law) restricts a person’s ability to 
freely alter wetlands .46 In order to develop land classified as 
wetlands, private landowners must apply for a permit under 
CWA §404 as well as any state and/or local land use per-
mits . Individuals who fail to acquire these development per-
mits or fail to comply with the terms of a valid permit could 
face stiff penalties, including fines and/or requirements to 
restore the area .47

38 . Randolph, supra note 1, at 542 .
39 . See id.
40 . U .S . EPA & U .S . Army, Memorandum of Agreement: The Determi-

nation of Mitigation Under Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) 
Guidelines (Feb . 6, 1990), available at http://water .epa .gov/lawsregs/guid-
ance/wetlands/mitigate .cfm .

41 . U .S . EPA, Wetlands Protection, supra note 5 .
42 . Mitsch & Gosselink, supra note 4, at 542 .
43 . U .S . EPA, Wetlands Protection, supra note 5 .
44 . U .S . EPA, Wetlands Fact Sheets: Threats to Wetlands, available at http://water .

epa .gov/type/wetlands/outreach/upload/threats_pr .pdf .
45 . Over 75% of the wetlands are privately owned . See U .S . EPA, Wetlands 

Protection, supra note 5 .
46 . Mitsch & Gosselink, supra note 4, at 6 .
47 . See U .S . Army Corps of Eng’rs, Regulatory Program FAQs, supra note 19 .
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III. The CWA and §404 Permits

The primary vehicle for wetland protection and regulation 
in the United States is CWA §404 .48 The CWA is divided 
into two major sections . One part consists of the provi-
sions that authorize federal assistance for municipal sew-
age treatment plant construction; the second part consists 
of regulatory requirements that apply to industrial and 
municipal dischargers .49

The U .S . Congress’ main objective in the CWA is to 
“restore and maintain the chemical, physical and biological 
integrity of the Nation’s waters .”50 To achieve this objective, 
the statute functions under the concept that “all discharges 
into the nation’s waters are unlawful, unless specifically 
authorized by a permit .”51 Section 404 authorizes the Corps, 
subject to and using EPA’s environmental guidance, to estab-
lish a permit program to regulate the discharge of dredged 
and fill material into the waters of the United States .52 This 
permit, often referred to as a §404 permit, restricts indi-
viduals’ ability to freely alter wetlands .

The CWA preserves state authority and does not preempt 
state law regarding the discharge of fill material .53 Courts 
have confirmed that the §404 program does not preempt 
state law54 and, as a result, most states have created their 
own wetlands permit programs . In cases where an indi-
vidual is subject to both state and federal regulation, the 
Corps and the state will typically administer their authori-
ties through a joint application process (using a single appli-
cation form), to facilitate coordination for the agencies and 
the applicants .55

A. Section 404 Permits

The phrase “waters of the United States” defines the extent 
of geographic jurisdiction of the §404 permit program . 
Congress left it to the Corps and EPA to provide a regula-
tory definition for the term “waters of the United States .”56 
Current Corps and EPA regulations define the term to 
encompass “all traditionally navigable waters; all interstate 
waters, including interstate wetlands; all waters, including 
wetlands, the use, degradation, or destruction of which 
could affect interstate commerce; the territorial seas; and 
wetlands adjacent to, and tributaries and  .  .  . other waters 
within the definition .”57

48 . See Mitigation of Impacts, supra note 7 . The basis of the CWA was enact-
ed in 1948 and was called the Federal Water Pollution Control Act . In 1972, 
the Act underwent significant reorganization and expansion and became 
what is today known as the Clean Water Act . See U .S . EPA, Summary of 
the Clean Water Act, http://www2 .epa .gov/laws-regulations/summary-clean-
water-act (last updated July 26, 2013) .

49 . Claudia Copeland, Cong . Research Serv ., Clean Water Act: A Sum-
mary of the Law 2 (2010), available at http://www .in .gov/idem/files/
rules_erb_20130213_cwa_summary .pdf .

50 . 33 U .S .C . §251 .
51 . Copeland, supra note 49, at 5 .
52 . Mitsch & Gosselink, supra note 4, at 568; 33 U .S .C . §1344 .
53 . Strand & Rothschild, supra note 9, at 137 .
54 . Id. at 140 .
55 . Id. at 57-8 .
56 . Id. at 13 .
57 . Id. at 14 .

Once determined that the land qualifies as wetlands 
regulated under §404, it must then be determined whether 
the activity proposed is also subject to regulation . Section 
404 regulates a broad range of activities . Generally, plac-
ing any material, particularly solid materials, into the wet-
lands will be considered a discharge of a pollutant covered 
under §404 .58 The Corps’ regulations specifically use the 
terms “dredged” and “fill” material to describe the type of 
material that when discharged into the wetlands requires a 
§404 permit . Dredged material is defined as “material that 
is excavated or dredged from waters of the United States .”59 
Fill material is defined as material placed in the waters of 
the United States that changes the elevation of a water area 
or converts a portion of water of the United States into dry 
land .60 Examples of fill material include “rock, sand, soil, 
clay, plastics, construction debris, wood chips, overburden 
from  .  .   . excavation activities, and materials used to cre-
ate any structure or infrastructure .  .   .   .”61 However, some 
discharge of dredge or fill material incidental to activities, 
such as, farming, ranching, and forestry practices, are 
exempt from §404 permit requirements .62

B. The Permitting Process

Proposed development projects are regulated through a per-
mit review process conducted by the Corps . Minor activi-
ties may fall under general permits, which are issued on a 
nationwide, regional, or state basis for particular categories 
of activities .63 Otherwise, an individual permit is required . 
Individual permits are reviewed by the Corps under a public 
interest review and may be conditioned or denied based on 
the substantive standards found in EPA §404(b)(1) guide-
lines and policy memoranda of the two agencies .64

These §404(b)(1) guidelines have been described as the 
cornerstone of the §404 permit process, yet the process 
inherently requires the exercise of judgment and the balanc-
ing of a multitude of factors by the reviewing Corps’ dis-
trict engineer .65 The foundation of the permitting program 
is that a permit for the discharge of dredged or fill material 
will not be issued if a less environmentally damaging prac-
ticable alternative exists, or the nation’s waters would be sig-

58 . Id. at 57-8 .
59 . 40 C .F .R . §232 .2 (2014) .
60 . Id.
61 . Id.
62 . Id.
63 . U .S . EPA, Section 404 Permitting, http://water .epa .gov/lawsregs/guidance/

cwa/dredgdis/ (last updated Mar . 13, 2012) .
64 . As Peggy Strand and Lowell Rothschild explain:

The Corps has used General Permits to provide regionally-specific 
authorizations for certain activities, reflecting particular regional 
conditions or activities . It has also used General Permits to autho-
rize a state, in essence, to administer the §404 program in part . 
These so-called state program general permits provide that, for cer-
tain activities, compliance with the state program will satisfy the 
federal program as well . In some states, a large number of activities 
are permitted, effectively functioning as a substitute for full state 
program authorization in administering the §404 program .

 Strand & Rothschild, supra note 9, at 71 .
65 . Id. at 84 .
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nificantly degraded .66 According to the Corps, the agency 
weighs the reasonably foreseeable benefits and detriments 
of proposed projects and makes permit decisions in light of 
the “essential values of the Nation’s aquatic ecosystems to 
the general public, as well as the property rights of private 
citizens who want to use their land .”67

Mitigation of the impact of filling is another important 
part of the permitting consideration .68 Section 401(b)(1) 
subpart H sets forth a number of possible steps to “mini-
mize potential adverse impact of the discharge on the 
aquatic ecosystem .”69 Permit applicants must show that 
they have: (1)  taken steps to avoid adverse impact to wet-
lands where practicable; (2) minimized potential impacts of 
rough project modifications; and (3)  provided compensa-
tion for all remaining unavoidable impact .70 If all practi-
cable project modifications have been accomplished and the 
project still results in the loss of wetlands, the applicant is 
required to compensate for this loss . Compensation can take 
several forms using the methods of restoration, enhance-
ment, establishment, and preservation .71 The three primary 
mechanisms used to achieve this compensatory mitigation 
include permittee-responsible mitigation, mitigation banks, 
and in-lieu fee mitigation .72

1. Section 404 Permits Compensatory 
Mitigation Measures

Permit applicants must propose compensatory mitigation 
options as part of their development proposal .73 Mitiga-
tion measures are negotiated by the Corps on an individual 
basis; historically, the Corps has maintained great flexibility 
in their mitigation allowances .74 With increasing frequency, 
permit applicants place greater emphasis on compensat-
ing for impacts of their proposed development rather than 
avoiding them in the first place .75 Mitigation also appeals 
to the Corps because it offers an alternative to the difficult 
choice between denying a major development project or sac-
rificing valuable wetland resources .76 These compensatory 
mitigation measures become indispensable conditions of a 
§404 permit .

On March 31, 2008, EPA and the Corps issued revised 
regulations governing compensatory mitigation for offset-
ting impacts to wetlands, streams, and other waters of the 
United States authorized under the CWA permitting pro-

66 . 40 C .F .R . §230 .10 (2014) .
67 . U .S . Army Corps of Eng’rs, Obtain a Permit, http://www .usace .army .mil/

Missions/CivilWorks/RegulatoryProgramandPermits/ObtainaPermit .aspx 
(last visited Feb . 8, 2014) .

68 . Compensatory mitigation for unavoidable development impact may be 
required to ensure the land use complies with §404(b)(1) guidelines . 40 
C .F .R . §230 .91 (2014) .

69 . 40 C .F .R . §230 .10 (2014) .
70 . U .S . EPA, Section 404 Permitting, supra note 63 .
71 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) .
72 . 40 C .F .R . §230 .91 (2014) .
73 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) .
74 . Strand & Rothschild, supra note 9, at 93; 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) .
75 . See Mitigation of Impacts, supra note 7 .
76 . Id.

gram .77 These regulations establish equivalent standards 
and criteria for the three primary mitigation mechanisms 
available . In addition, the regulations expand public par-
ticipation in compensatory mitigation decisionmaking and 
increase the efficiency and predictability of the mitigation 
project review process .78 The new regulations also adopt a 
watershed-based approach to mitigation, emphasizing the 
importance of addressing the needs of specific aquatic eco-
systems .79 Under this final rule, all mitigation plans must 
address the following 12 elements: “Objectives; site selection 
criteria; site protection instruments (e .g ., conservation ease-
ments); baseline information (for impact and compensation 
sites); credit determination methodology; mitigation work 
plan; maintenance plan; ecological performance standards; 
monitoring requirements; long-term management plan; 
adaptive management plan; and financial assurances .”80

This rule maintains a flexible preference for in-kind miti-
gation (the replacement is of the same ecological type as the 
impacted resource) and favors the purchase of mitigation 
bank credits or in-lieu fee program credits over “on-site” 
(located close to the impact) mitigation efforts .81 In evalu-
ating whether an applicant’s mitigation measures provide 
for the required compensatory mitigation under the 2008 
Compensatory Mitigation Regulations, Corps district engi-
neers must consider the type of mitigation options, location 
of the mitigation site, and amount of mitigation .

Compensatory mitigation under §404 can be accom-
plished either by third-party, market-based compensation 
providers (mitigation banks and in-lieu fees) or permittee-
responsible mitigation . In order to promote predictability, 
reduce risk, and help ensure that the required compensation 
is provided, the rule establishes a preference for the use of 
mitigation bank credits and in-lieu fee program credits .82 
A wetlands mitigation bank is a wetland that has been 
restored, established, enhanced, or preserved to compensate 
for future conversions of wetlands for development activi-
ties . Permittees can purchase credits from mitigation banks 
as a compensatory mitigation measure . In-lieu fee mitiga-
tion occurs when a permittee pays a monetary sum to an 
in-lieu fee sponsor (a public agency or nonprofit organiza-

77 . U .S . EPA, Compensatory Mitigation, http://water .epa .gov/lawsregs/guid-
ance/wetlands/wetlandsmitigation_index .cfm (last updated Sept . 11, 
2013) . These regulations have been codified in 33 C .F .R . Parts 325 and 
332; 40 C .F .R . Part 230 .

78 . Id.
79 . “The district engineer must use a watershed approach to establish compen-

satory mitigation requirements  .   .   . to the extent appropriate and practi-
cable .” 40 C .F .R . §230 .93 (2014) .

80 . Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources, 73 Fed . Reg . 
19594, 19616 (Apr . 10, 2008); see 33 C .F .R . §332 .4(c) (2014); 40 C .F .R . 
§230 .94(c) (2014) .

81 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) .
82 . Id.

In many cases, the environmentally preferable compensatory miti-
gation may be provided through mitigation banks or in-lieu fee 
programs because they usually involve consolidating compensatory 
mitigation projects where ecologically appropriate, consolidating 
resources, providing financial planning and scientific expertise 
(which often is not practical for permittee-responsible compensa-
tory mitigation projects), reducing temporal losses of functions, 
and reducing uncertainty over project success .
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tion) . Funds from permittees are then pooled to create and 
maintain a mitigation site .83

In general, the site of the compensatory mitigation 
“should be located within the same watershed as the impact 
site, and should be located where it is most likely to success-
fully replace lost functions and services, taking into account 
 .  .  . watershed scale features .  .  .  .”84 However, these are not 
mandatory standards, as suggested by the use of discretion-
ary language (should rather than must) . Locational factors 
(the surrounding landscape) may influence the success of 
the compensatory mitigation and “may lead to siting of 
such mitigation away from the project area .”85 Nonetheless, 
functions and services at the impacted site will also need to 
be considered .86 On-site, off-site, or a combination may be 
required to replace the impact of development .87

When a permittee chooses to mitigate their develop-
ment’s impact through the use of mitigation banks or 
in-lieu fee programs, the site of mitigation’s location is 
restricted by the geographic service areas of mitigation 
banks and in-lieu fee programs . Geographic service areas 
delineate the trading zones where mitigation banks and 
in-lieu fee programs may sell credits .88 Trading is normally 
limited to a localized geographic region based on the Corps 
hydrologic unit designations .89

Compensatory mitigation measures must also be “com-
mensurate with the amount and type of impact” associated 
with the proposed development .90 In regard to mitigation 
bank credits and in-lieu fee credits, the Corps determines 
the number and type of credits necessary to offset permitted 
impact during the evaluation of the permittee’s mitigation 
proposal .91 When a “suitable metric is not used, a minimum 
one-to-one acreage or linear foot compensation ratio must 
be used .”92 While this statutory language is used as general 
guidance, there is no standardized and uniform method for 
quantifying credits .93 As a result, differing methods have 

83 . 40 C .F .R . §230 .92 (2014) .
84 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) (emphasis added) .
85 . Id.
86 . Id.
87 . Id.
88 . Id. (“When permitted impact located within the service area of an approved 

mitigation bank, and the bank has the appropriate number and resource 
type of credits available, the permittee’s compensatory mitigation require-
ments may be met by securing those credits from the sponsor .”) .

89 . Ecosystem Marketplace, U.S. Wetland Banking (2010), http://www .eco
systemmarketplace .com/pages/dynamic/web .page .php?section=biodiversity_ 
market&page_name=uswet_market .

90 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) .
91 . U .S . EPA, Corps/EPA Compensatory Mitigation Rule 3rd Party Mitigation: 

Requirements (Jan . 2009), http://water .epa .gov/lawsregs/guidance/wetlands/
upload/4_3rd_Party_Requirements .pdf .

92 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) .
93 . According to an Ecosystem Marketplace report:

While there is this general guidance in national regulations, there 
is no standard method dictated for determining impact and offset 
requirements nationwide . Consequently, differing methods have 
been adopted in different US ACE Districts across the U .S . Meth-
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 Ecosystem Marketplace, State of Biodiversity Markets Report: Offset and Com-
pensation Programs Worldwide 10 (2010) [hereinafter Offset and Compensa-
tion Programs], available at http://www .ecosystemmarketplace .com/docu-
ments/acrobat/sbdmr .pdf .

been adopted across the different Corps districts within the 
United States . A “majority of bank credits are based on: 
acreage, a functional assessment method, a combination 
of acreage and functional assessment, or some measure of 
functionality combined with best professional judgment .”94 
Differing methods make it impossible to compare credits 
nationally .95 Also, “the availability and price of land suitable 
for bank development and the cost to create an acre of wet-
land compensation within a given region” has led to a large 
disparity in the prices paid for mitigation bank credits and 
in-lieu fee credits .96 In 2008, mitigation bank credit prices 
ranged nationally from $3,000-$653,000, with the average 
price of $74,535 .97

Even though the Corps has authority to require develop-
ers to mitigate unavoidable impact to wetlands as a condi-
tion of a §404 permit, the government’s ability to regulate 
development in the wetlands through §404 permits is 
not without constraints . The Takings Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment limits the extent to which government regula-
tion can promote environmental gains by imposing costs on 
individual property owners .98 Therefore, the continued evo-
lution of the takings doctrine impacts how federal and state 
regulations of wetlands on private property may operate .

IV. Takings Law

A. Takings Jurisdiction Prior to Koontz

The nation’s core environmental laws and ability to regu-
late land use are founded on Congress’ authority under the 
Commerce Clause,99 which states: “Congress shall have 
the power  .  .  . [t]o regulate Commerce  .  .  . among the sev-
eral states .”100 Authority for local agencies to regulate land 
use arises from the police power reserved to the states by 
the Tenth Amendment .101 The police power allows for the 
enactment of regulations designed to preserve and protect 
the health, safety, and morals of the community, as well as 
to promote public convenience and the general welfare .102 
The Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment, made appli-
cable to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment, 
functions as a constraint on these regulatory powers .103

The Takings Clause provides that private property shall 
not “be taken for public use, without just compensation .”104 
The Clause is not intended to limit government regula-
tion of property rights, but rather to secure compensa-
tion when proper government action amounts to a taking 

94 . Id. at 12 .
95 . Id.
96 . Ecosystem Marketplace, Offset and Compensation Programs, supra note 93 .
97 . Id.
98 . Principles of Constitutional Environmental Law, supra note 6 .
99 . Id. at 3 .
100 . U .S . Const . art . I, §8 .
101 . See U .S . Const . amend . X (“The powers not delegated to the United States 

by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the 
States respectively, or to the people .”) .

102 . Nashville, C . & St . L . Ry . v . Walters, 294 U .S . 405, 429 (1935) .
103 . Chicago B . & Q . R .R . Co . v . City of Chicago, 166 U .S . 226, 239 (1897) .
104 . U .S . Const . amend . V .
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ments results in a Fifth Amendment taking, entitling the 
landowner to just compensation .118

In Nollan, the Court held that the government could 
condition the granting of a permit if the condition passed 
the “essential nexus” test .119 That test requires a government 
agency to establish that the condition imposed advances 
the same government interest that would have supported 
a total ban of the proposed construction .120 The Califor-
nia Coastal Commission approved the Nollans’ building 
permit to replace their existing beach bungalow with a 
three-bedroom house, subject to the condition that the 
Nollans dedicate an easement allowing the public to pass 
across the beachfront behind their home .121 The commis-
sion asserted that the Nollans’ new house would interfere 
with the public’s “visual access” to the beach as the reason 
for conditioning the building permit upon a public access 
easement .122 The Supreme Court concluded that while 
such public beach access might be a desirable goal, the 
public access easement did not serve to further the pub-
lic’s ability to see the beach or realize beach access existed 
from the street123; therefore, there was no nexus between 
the goal and the regulation . The condition imposed by the 
commission failed the essential nexus test and constituted 
a taking under the Fifth Amendment .124

The Court’s subsequent decision in Dolan expanded on 
Nollan, requiring not only an essential nexus between the 
condition required for permit approval and the purported 
state interest, but also a “rough proportionality” between 
the amount of the exaction or dedication requested and 
the impact of the project .125 In Dolan, the owner of a store 
applied for a permit to expand and build an adjacent parking 
lot .126 The city planning commission conditioned approval 
on the dedication of a portion of the relevant property to 
a public “greenway,” including a pedestrian/bicycle path .127 
The dedication of property was intended to reduce flooding 
hazards and traffic congestion created by the expansion of 
the store and simultaneously to create public greenways .128 
The Supreme Court found that while there was some 
theoretical relationship between the goals of the city, the 
condition in question was excessive in comparison to the 
impact expected to be caused by the project .129 The Court 
stated that even though a greenway would help to reduce 
flooding, the city failed to explain the necessity of a public, 
rather than private, greenway to accomplish the goal .130 The 
Court also noted that the city failed to quantify the extent 
to which the bike/pedestrian path would offset increased 

118 . Lingle, 544 U .S . at 548 .
119 . Nollan, 483 U .S . at 837 .
120 . Id.
121 . Id. at 827-28 .
122 . See Nollan, 483 U .S . at 838 .
123 . Id. at 840-41 .
124 . Id. at 841-42 .
125 . Dolan, 512 U .S . at 386 .
126 . Id. at 379 .
127 . Id. at 379-80 .
128 . Id. at 396 .
129 . Id.
130 . Dolan, 512 U .S. at 392-96 .

of private property .105 A principal purpose of the Takings 
Clause is to prevent the government from forcing some 
people alone to bear public burdens that the public as a 
whole should bear .106

The transfer of property to the state or to another pri-
vate party by eminent domain defines a taking in the clas-
sical sense .107 However, takings jurisprudence reveals that 
the Clause also applies to other government actions that 
have the same result .108 The doctrine of regulatory takings 
defines certain regulatory actions taken by the government 
as functionally equal to classical takings .109 Land use exac-
tions that do not show a “nexus” or “rough proportionality” 
between the concession and the social costs of the appli-
cant’s proposal (the constitutional standards set forth in 
Nollan v. California Coastal Community110 and Dolan v. City 
of Tigard,111 respectively) qualify as another category of gov-
ernment regulation that falls within the Takings Clause .112 
Therefore, an individual seeking to challenge a government 
regulation as an uncompensated taking of private property 
may allege the occurrence of a “physical” taking, a “regula-
tory taking,” or a land use exaction violating the standards 
required by Nollan and Dolan .113

Within the context of land use permitting, property 
owners are seen as required to internalize the negative exter-
nalities of their conduct .114 Exactions have consequently 
become the important tool used by permitting agencies 
to enforce this idea of landowner responsibility . Exactions 
are the concessions that government permitting agencies 
require of property owners as conditions for the issuance of 
land use permits .115 Balancing the necessity of governmen-
tal regulation of land use for the preservation of natural 
resources against property owners’ fundamental consti-
tutional rights under the Fifth Amendment has led the 
Supreme Court to develop constraints on these exactions . 
The Court’s decisions in Nollan and Dolan established that 
exactions must demonstrate both an “essential nexus”116 
and “rough proportionality”117 to the expected harms that 
the new use would cause . Failure to meet these require-

105 . First English Evangelical, 482 U .S . at 315 .
106 . Armstrong v . United States, 364 U .S . 40, 49 (1960) .
107 . Stop the Beach Renourishment, Inc . v . Florida Dep’t of Envtl . Prot ., 560 

U .S . 702, 713, 40 ELR 20160 (2010) .
108 . Id.
109 . Id. The Supreme Court has recognized two types of regulatory actions that 

generally constitute per se takings: (1) government action, which causes a 
permanent physical invasion of private property; or (2) government regula-
tion that completely deprives an owner of all economically beneficial use of 
his or her property . Lingle v . Chevron U .S .A . Inc ., 544 U .S . 528, 538, 35 
ELR 20106 (2005) . Beyond these two categories, the Supreme Court has 
not developed a set formula, but has identified a number of factors that 
should be significant considerations in the regulatory taking analysis . Lingle, 
544 U .S . at 538-39 .

110 . Nollan v . California Coastal Cmty ., 483 U .S . 825, 837, 17 ELR 20918 
(1987) .

111 . Dolan v . City of Tigard, 512 U .S . 374, 385, 24 ELR 21083 (1994) .
112 . Lingle, 544 U .S . at 548 .
113 . Id.
114 . Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2595 .
115 . Mark Fenster, Takings Formalism and Regulatory Formulas: Exactions and the 

Consequences of Clarity, 92 Cal . L . Rev . 609, 611 (2004) .
116 . Nollan, 483 U .S . at 837 .
117 . Dolan, 512 U .S . at 391 .
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traffic .131 Therefore, the Court concluded that the degree of 
the exactions demanded were not roughly proportional to 
the projected impact of the store expansion and found the 
exaction constituted a taking without just compensation .132

Although the government may impose exactions to 
promote legitimate state interests, the Supreme Court has 
established that the exactions must demonstrate a nexus 
and rough proportionality between the concession made 
by the property owner and the social costs of the appli-
cant’s proposal .133 The exactions that fail to do so will 
be found to be takings for which the Fifth Amendment 
requires just compensation .134

B. Koontz Expands “Nexus” and “Proportionality”

Koontz began as a state cause of action in Florida . Florida 
law requires landowners wishing to undertake development 
of wetlands to acquire two permits before construction .135 
Permit applicants are required to “offset the resulting envi-
ronmental damage [created by the project] by creating, 
enhancing, or preserving wetlands elsewhere .”136 Plaintiff 
Koontz applied to St . Johns River Water Management 
District for the two necessary permits to develop 3 .7 
acres137 of his 14 .9-acre tract of designated wetlands .138 His 
permit proposal included deeding an 11-acre conservation 
easement to the Water Management District as a mitiga-
tion measure .139 The district declined Koontz’s mitigation 
offer and proposed two alternatives for permit approval .140 
Koontz could either: (1) reduce the size of his development 
project to one acre and deed a 13 .9-acre conservation ease-
ment to the district; or (2) continue with a 3 .7-acre devel-
opment, deed an 11 .2-acre conservation easement, and 
hire contractors to make improvements to district-owned 
land several miles away from the proposed development 
site .141 Believing the district’s mitigation proposals exces-
sive, considering the proposed environmental effects of his 
building proposal, Koontz rejected the offers .142 Koontz 
then filed suit asserting that the district’s denial of permits 
constituted an improper taking .143

Further adding to the takings jurisprudence surrounding 
exactions, the Supreme Court in Koontz addressed whether 
the requirements set forth in Nollan and Dolan apply to 
monetary exactions and to conditional permit denials .144 
These previous decisions involved exactions that required 
the property owners to dedicate real property in exchange 

131 . Id. at 395-96 .
132 . See id. at 394-96 .
133 . Id. at 386 .
134 . Lingle, 544 U .S . at 548 .
135 . See Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2592 .
136 . Id.
137 . Id.
138 . Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2591-92 .
139 . Id. at 2592-93 .
140 . Id. at 2593 .
141 . Id.
142 . Id.
143 . See Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2593 .
144 . Id. at 2603 .

for approval of a permit .145 The Court declined to confine 
the application of these decisions to similar situations146 and 
instead expanded the scope of these decisions . The Court 
held that the government’s conditions imposed on land use 
permit applicants “must satisfy the requirements of Nollan 
and Dolan even when the government denies the permit and 
even when its demand is for money .”147

Under the unconstitutional conditions doctrine, the gov-
ernment cannot condition an individual’s receipt of a gov-
ernmental benefit (such as a land use permit) on the waiver 
of a constitutionally protected right (in this context, the 
right to just compensation under the Fifth Amendment) .148 
The Court stressed that extortionate demands for property 
in the land use permitting context run afoul of the Takings 
Clause because they impermissibly burden the right not to 
have property taken without just compensation, not because 
the property is taken .149 The Court consequently concluded 
that the application of the constitutional standards estab-
lished in Nollan and Dolan, as a special application of the 
unconstitutional conditions doctrine, applies “whether the 
government approves a permit on the condition that the 
applicant turn over property or denies a permit because the 
applicant refuses to do so .”150 Conditions in every stage of 
the permitting process must have a “nexus” and “rough pro-
portionality” to the development’s effect and impact; evalu-
ation of the validity of the conditions themselves is the heart 
of the takings analysis in the land use exaction context .151

The Court then addressed whether a demand for money 
as a condition of permitting a specific parcel of property 
must satisfy the nexus and rough proportionality standards 
of Nollan and Dolan . The Court found that monetary exac-
tions are functionally equivalent to other types of land 
use exactions .152 The Court explained that a government’s 
demand for a monetary payment that is directly linked 
to a specific parcel of real property transfers an interest in 
property from the landowner to the government and conse-
quently “amount[s] to a per se taking similar to the taking 
of an easement or a lien .”153

As a result of this decision, government agencies will be 
required to consider both nexus and proportionality when 
placing conditions on land development permits, whether 
the conditions require the dedication of interests in land or 
payments of money .154 This is true whether the condition is 
precedent (the applicant must agree to the condition or be 
denied the permit) or subsequent (the applicant is offered 
the permit, but only on the following conditions) .155 The 
main practical problems arise from the application of the 
standards of Nollan and Dolan to permit conditions requir-

145 . See Dolan, 512 U .S . at 379-80; Nollan, 483 U .S . at 827 .
146 . Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2591 .
147 . Id. at 2603 (emphasis added) .
148 . Dolan, 512 U .S . at 385 .
149 . Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2595 .
150 . Id. at 2596 .
151 . See Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2594-96 .
152 . Id. at 2599 .
153 . Id. at 2600 .
154 . Id. at 2603 .
155 . Id.
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ing monetary payments, because the Court provided no 
express limitation or guidance on the application .

C. Defining Nexus and Proportionality

The Supreme Court’s decision in Koontz arose under the 
regulation of a private owner’s ability to alter and develop 
wetlands in Florida . Although the facts of the case did not 
involve the purchase of mitigation bank credits or in-lieu 
fees specifically, the decision addressed mitigation condi-
tions requiring the payment of money in general, and as a 
result, the decision has implications for compensatory mit-
igation measures under §404 that utilize mitigation bank 
credits and in-lieu fee credits .

The Court in Koontz refrained from determining whether 
the Water Management District’s conditions were in and 
of themselves valid . “The Court expresses no view on the 
merits of petitioner’s claim that respondent’s actions here 
failed to comply with the principles set forth in this opinion 
and those two cases .”156 Instead, the Court remanded the 
case to state court for factual determination of whether the 
required mitigation conditions comported with Nollan and 
Dolan .157 Because the Supreme Court declined to explain 
how the nexus and proportionality requirements for mon-
etary fees are met, and the case has yet to be decided by 
the Florida courts on remand, there is little guidance as to 
how the requirements can be sufficiently satisfied . More-
over, since the Koontz decision, courts have not analyzed 
the extension of nexus and proportionality requirements to 
monetary exactions . None of the cases that cite Koontz deal 
with factual scenarios involving monetary exactions .158

Consequently, it is not clear how or what “nexus” means 
in terms of compensatory mitigation measures involving 
mitigation banks or in-lieu fee programs under §404 . Does 
it suffice that the proposed offsite work will alleviate virtu-
ally the same kind of existing harm that future develop-
ment will cause? Or is direct specific causation required? 
Does the nexus test turn on a physical proximity of the 
mitigation bank or in-lieu fee program to the development’s 
impact? What constitutes “proportionality” between the 
amount of credits or fees paid to the development project? 
Must it be a simple comparison of acreage totals (the acres 
of wetlands harmed by development project versus the 

156 . Id.
157 . Id.
158 . See, e.g., Cerajeski v . Zoeller, 735 F .3d 577, 579 (7th Cir . 2013) (concerning 

the constitutionality of the Indiana Unclaimed Property Act where it autho-
rized the state to confiscate private property without compensation); Hotze 
v . Sebelius, 4:13-CV-01318, 2014 WL109407, at **1-2 (S .D . Tex . Jan . 10, 
2014) (concerning the constitutionality of the Patient Protection and Af-
fordable Care Act under the Origination Clause and the Takings Clause); 
Powell v . Cnty . of Humboldt, A137238, 2014 WL 171483, at *11 (Cal . Ct . 
App . Jan . 16, 2014) (concerning the dedication of an overflight easement as 
a condition for the issuance of a building permit); City of Perris v . Stamper, 
160 Cal . Rptr . 3d 635, 639-41 (Cal . Ct . App . 2013) (concerning acquisi-
tion of land by the city for a truck route); Lemire, 309 P .3d at 397 (con-
cerning an administrative order directing a landowner to take steps to curb 
pollution of a creek that runs through his property); Cedar River Water & 
Sewer Dist . v . King Cnty ., 315 P .3d 1065, 1069-73 (Wash . 2013) (concern-
ing facts involving two utility districts that contracted with the county for 
sewage treatment and view the contracted mitigation package as excessive) .

amount of acres of wetlands improved by payment of fees 
or purchase of credits)?

V. The Future for §404 Permits

Will the Koontz decision impact what type of mitigation 
requirements the Corps can require of private landowners 
when issuing §404 permits? How will proportionality and 
nexus be analyzed in determining appropriate compensa-
tory mitigation for in-lieu fees and mitigation banking?

Although the Court’s extension of Nollan and Dolan 
scrutiny to monetary exactions has been heralded by some as 
having far-reaching negative implications for environmental 
protection and land use permitting,159 the requirements set 
forth in Nollan and Dolan may be entirely consistent with 
the concept of mitigation embodied in CWA §404 . Miti-
gation refers to activities and efforts to offset the adverse 
impact or environmental effects caused by a land use activ-
ity . However, the difficulty arises in defining how mitiga-
tion bank credits and in-lieu fee credit calculations will be 
interpreted by courts as being sufficiently tied to the pro-
posed project’s impact in nature and extent .

Currently, as part of the §404 permitting process, com-
pensatory mitigation measures undergo an evaluation by 
the Corps district engineer . This evaluation considers the 
type, location, and amount of compensatory mitigation . 
Even though no mandatory standard exists to evaluate com-
pensatory mitigation, the Corps follows the guidance pro-
vided by the 2008 Compensatory Mitigation Regulations . 
Ultimately, each Corps district adopts their own method of 
determining the impact and offset requirements .160 There-
fore, it is relevant to consider the language set forth in the 
2008 Compensatory Mitigation Regulations and the cur-
rent practice of district engineers in light of possible inter-
pretations of proportionality and nexus requirements .

A. The Proportionality Requirement

In Dolan, the Supreme Court held that dedications must be 
roughly proportional in nature and extent to the impact of 
the proposed development .161 It is unclear how future courts 
will interpret the proportionality requirement of mitigation 
bank credits or in-lieu fee credits . However, district engi-
neers may already be assessing the purchasing of mitigation 
credits and paying of in-lieu fees in proportion to the devel-

159 . In a New York Times editorial, Vermont Law School Prof . John D . Echever-
ria argued:

[T]he decision will very likely encourage local government officials 
to avoid any discussion with developers related to permit condi-
tions that, in the end, might have let both sides find common 
ground on building projects that are good for the community and 
environmentally sound . Rather than risk a lawsuit through an at-
tempt at compromise, many municipalities will simply reject de-
velopment applications outright—or, worse, accept development 
plans they shouldn’t .

 John D . Echeverria, A Legal Blow to Sustainable Development, N .Y . Times 
(June 26, 2013), available at http://www .nytimes .com/2013/06/27/
opinion/a-legal-blow-to-sustainable-development .html?hp&_r=5& .

160 . Ecosystem Marketplace, Offset and Compensation Programs, supra note 93 .
161 . Lingle, 544 U .S . at 547 .
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opment’s impact in two ways: (1) by aligning the same credit 
types to ensure that the impact and the mitigation bank or 
in-lieu fee program is like-for-like; and (2)  by comparing 
acres of wetlands harmed by the proposed development to 
the amount of acres restored, enhanced, established, and/
or preserved by the purchase of mitigation bank credits or 
in-lieu fee payments .

The Corps requires that the amount of mitigation cred-
its purchased “to the extent practicable, [be] sufficient to 
replace lost aquatic resource functions .”162 Determining the 
type and number of credits needed to sufficiently replace 
lost resource functions is done at the regional level . Each 
district office may employ the method of assessment they 
see fit . The guidelines state that when appropriate and 
practicable “functional or condition assessment methods” 
should be used, but if unavailable “a minimum one-to-one 
acreage or linear foot compensation ratio must be used .”163 
Therefore, at a minimum, for every one acre of impacted 
wetland, the permit applicant must “pay” to restore one acre 
of wetland .164 This mitigation ratio of one-to-one must be 
increased “where necessary to account for the method of 
compensatory mitigation,  .  .  . differences between the func-
tions lost at the impact site and the functions expected to be 
produced by the compensatory mitigation project  .  .  .  .”165 
Consequently, when proposed development threatens to 
create extensive impact on the wetlands, more mitigation 
credits will be required .

The guidelines currently governing compensatory miti-
gation conditions of §404 permits provide strong evidence 
that some proportionality analysis is already being con-
ducted by district engineers when they negotiate and set 
mitigation conditions on §404 permits .166 Nonetheless, as 
a result of the Koontz decision, the guidelines may need to 
be amended to set forth a strict mandatory proportional-
ity analysis to ensure that district offices apply a sufficient 
proportionality analysis to meet the new requirement . Also, 
the standardization of a method of assessment such as func-
tional or a combination of functional and acreage-based 
methods may be necessary to ensure consistency through-
out the district offices . Use of a functional assessment where 
the ecological function lost and replaced becomes the main 
focus of compensatory mitigation assessment rather than 
physical size (acre-to-acre) may increase the likelihood that 
the impact and compensation are proportional even if dif-
ferent area measurements result . The best method of assess-
ment would most likely be a combination of functional and 
acreage to ensure that the nature and extent of the impact of 
the proposed development are roughly proportional to the 
mitigation condition .

Another aspect of the proportionality analysis that may 
need to be considered is the disparity in price of mitiga-
tion bank credits and in-lieu fees across the nation . Even if 
the proportionality analysis rests on an acreage comparison, 

162 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) .
163 . Id.
164 . Ecosystem Marketplace, Offset and Compensation Programs, supra note 93 .
165 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) .
166 . See generally id.

how may the amount paid for credits or in-lieu fees factor 
in? Or is the variety in market value of credits an inherent 
part of wetland mitigation (i .e ., certain locations are more 
expensive to develop land including the mitigation measures 
required as a condition for a §404 permit)? The extreme 
variability in the market value of §404 credits reflects the 
availability and price of land suitable for bank development 
and in-lieu fee programs and the cost to create an acre of 
wetland compensation within a given region .167 For exam-
ple, in-lieu fees in North Carolina vary by type of wetland 
restored or preserved . In-lieu fees range from $24,000-
$46,000 per acre of non-riparian wetland to $156,000 per 
acre of costal wetland .168 This price disparity within one 
state reflects the difference in market value of credits and 
fees across types of wetlands . Fees also vary greatly across 
states . In-lieu fees in Oregon are about $84,500 per acre 
of wetland, while the fee is $400,000-$653,000 per acre of 
tidal wetland in Virginia .169

The differences among how much each permit applicant 
must pay in fees or credits may in fact be determined by 
the economic market and development of areas that prom-
ise to have a higher economic return (e .g ., coastal wetlands 
as compared to non-riparian wetlands) may cost more in 
higher in-lieu fees and higher price for mitigation bank 
credits . The cost of credits and fees is determined by third-
party actors in the economic market and is not set by gov-
ernment agencies . As a result, the price of in-lieu fees and 
mitigation bank credits may not be part of the proportion-
ality analysis conducted by courts and left to be determined 
by the free market .

B. The Nexus Requirement

The nexus requirement could also be sufficiently satisfied by 
current §404 permitting procedures . Nollan held that the 
exaction must “substantially advance the same government 
interest that would furnish a valid ground for denial of the 
permit .”170 The permitting program under §404 is guided 
by two national goals: (1) the stated purpose of the CWA to 
“restore and maintain the chemical, physical and biological 
integrity of the Nation’s waters”171; and (2) the national goal 
of “no net loss” of wetlands, which underscores the impor-
tance of “compensatory mitigation to replace lost wetland 
acres and functions and prevent overall wetland losses .”172 
Also, 40 C .F .R . §230 .10 states that no permit will be issued 
if there is a practicable alternative to the development that 
has less environmental impact or if the nation’s waters 
would be significantly degraded .173 Therefore, a “govern-
ment interest that would furnish a valid ground for denial 
of the permit” could be the existence of a practicable alter-

167 . Ecosystem Marketplace, Offset and Compensation Programs, supra note 93 .
168 . Id.
169 . Id.
170 . Lingle, 544 U .S . at 547 .
171 . 33 U .S .C . §1251 .
172 . Environmental Law Institute, Background on Compensatory Mitigation 

(2014), http://www .eli .org/compensatory-mitigation/background#_edn11 .
173 . 40 C .F .R . §230 .10 (2014) .
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native that has less environmental impact, extreme degrada-
tion of wetlands, and/or a failure to adequately mitigate the 
loss of wetlands due to development . Both mitigation banks 
and in-lieu fee programs focus on replacing and restoring 
wetlands; therefore, if the nexus requirement is interpreted 
to mean that the mitigation condition must substantially 
reduce wetland loss in general, the requirement may likely 
be satisfied by the utilization of either method .

On the other hand, if the nexus requirement is con-
strued more narrowly to require mitigation measures to 
substantially reduce wetland loss within the same physical 
locality, the test may still be met . The 2008 Compensatory 
Mitigation Regulations state that, generally, the site of the 
compensatory mitigation “should be located within the 
same watershed as the impact site, and should be located 
where it is most likely to successfully replace lost functions 
and services, taking into account  .   .   . watershed scale fea-
tures .   .   .   .”174 These are not required standards, but rather 
function as guidelines for district engineers . However, the 
guidelines give evidence that the mitigation measure should 
be located relatively near the impact site and replace similar 
functions and services lost by development .

Also, mitigation banks and in-lieu fee programs may only 
sell credits in service areas that are in the immediate water-
shed or 6-digit Hydrologic Unit Code unless authorized to 
do otherwise .175 Consequently, the use of these compensa-
tory mitigation methods is restricted by geographic service 
areas . However, it could be argued that large service areas 
may geographically separate the impact site from the com-
pensation, which does not in fact lead to a replacement of 
the functional equivalent of wetland loss .

According to a press release by the National Mitigation 
Banking Association, the Koontz decision will promote the 
use of mitigation bank credits and in-lieu fee credits to avoid 
potential conflicts with the Nollan and Dolan rulings .176 
Doug Lashley, president of the National Mitigation Bank-
ing Association, stated that “[m]itigation banks within the 
same watershed or geographic area as the proposed project 
should satisfy the nexus test . Further, given that mitigation 
banking is premised on the use of science-based credits to 
measure impact and related offsets, mitigation banks pro-
vide a clear pathway to a determination that the appropriate 
proportionality exists .”177

Courts remain highly deferential to the Corps’ judg-
ment in assessing developers’ mitigation plans and have 
declined to overly involve themselves in evaluating the 
appropriateness of the mitigation efforts required for 
approval of §404 permits as long as the Corps adequately 
analyzed the issues presented prior to issuing the permit .178 
A court is allowed only a narrow scope of review in evalu-

174 . 33 C .F .R . §332 .3 (2014) (emphasis added) .
175 . Ecosystem Marketplace, Offset and Compensation Programs, supra note 93 .
176 . Press Release, National Mitigation Banking Ass’n, Koontz v . Saint John’s 

Water Management District, available at http://www .mitigationbanking .
org/pdfs/2013-koontz .pdf .

177 . Id.
178 . National Mitigation Banking Ass’n v . U .S . Army Corps of Eng’rs, 06-CV-

2820, 2007 WL 495245, at *32 (N .D . Ill . Feb . 14, 2007) .

ating the Corps’ actions, findings, and conclusions under 
the CWA .179 A court cannot overturn the Corps decision 
based on disagreement with that decision180; and the Corps 
decisions may only be set aside if the court finds them to 
be “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or other-
wise not in accordance with law” or “without observance 
of procedure required by law .”181 As a result, courts have 
declined to refine the appropriateness of mitigation mea-
sures and have left it to the legislature to determine . If 
more concrete and definitive standards must be created to 
sufficiently satisfy nexus and proportionality, this must be 
done through legislative measures .

C. Beyond Nexus and Proportionality

Another possible consequence of Koontz could be to incen-
tivize district engineers to simply deny land use permits 
rather than to work cooperatively with permit applicants 
to create projects that make business sense and protect 
environmental interests of the community . As the Wash-
ington State supreme court has noted, Koontz “expands 
property owners’ ability to challenge local land use regu-
lations and fees”182 and, therefore, instead of ensuring that 
mitigation conditions satisfy the requirements of Nollan 
and Dolan and opening the door to possible litigation, 
district engineers might choose to outright deny develop-
ment permits .183 Nollan and Dolan place a greater burden 
on the government to justify the monetary exactions it 
attaches to development approval and conditional deni-
als than would be required to justify the straightforward 
denial of land use without the proposal of conditions 
on land use . Consequently, district engineers may favor 
straight denials of permits .184

In Powell v. County of Humboldt, a California court of 
appeal clarified and reiterated that when the government 
demands the payment of money as an alternative to the 
dedication of a property interest in return for granting a 
land use permit, the threshold analysis is whether the con-
dition would rise to the level of a compensable taking for 
Fifth Amendment purposes if applied to the landowner 
outside the permitting process .185 Next, an analysis of 
whether the requirements of Nollan and Dolan have been 
adequately applied can be conducted . A straightforward 
permit denial without any attempt to negotiate falls under 
the Supreme Court’s analysis in Penn Central Transpor-
tation Co. v. City of New York186 and does not require a 

179 . 5 U .S .C . §706(2); National Mitigation Banking Ass’n, 2007 WL 495245 at 
*32 .

180 . National Mitigation Banking Ass’n, 2007 WL 495245, at *20, citing Balti-
more Gas, 462 U .S . 87 (1983), at *97 .

181 . 5 U .S .C . §706(2)(A)-(D) .
182 . Lemire, 309 P .3d at 409 .
183 . See Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2610 (Kagan, J ., dissenting, with whom Justices 

Ginsburg, Breyer, and Sotomayor join) .
184 . See id. at 2604 .
185 . Powell v . Cnty . of Humboldt, 2014 WL 171483, at *7 .
186 . See City of Monterey v . Del Monte Dunes at Monterey, Ltd ., 526 U .S . 687, 

703, 29 ELR 21133 (1999); see also Penn Cent . Transp . Co . v . New York 
City, 438 U .S . 104, 8 ELR 20528 (1978) .
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showing of nexus or proportionality .187 The Penn Central 
analysis, used to determine whether an invalid regulatory 
taking has occurred,188 focuses on the economic impact 
of the regulation on the property owner, “particularly the 
extent to which the regulation has interfered with distinct 
investment-backed expectations .”189

Even though a consequence of the Koontz decision could 
be an increase in §404 permit denials, this does not seem 
likely . According to the Corps, less than 3% of §404 per-
mits are denied . The Corps further states that typically the 
applicants who were denied permits refused “to change the 
design, timing, or location of the proposed activity .”190

VI. Conclusion

With growing awareness of the benefits of wetlands, the fed-
eral government has worked to develop policies and strate-
gies to arrest the alteration, conversion, and destruction of 
wetlands .191 The main protection mechanism is regulation 
of land use conducted through CWA §404 . Generally, 
placing any material, particularly solid materials, into the 
wetlands will require a §404 permit .192A condition of virtu-

187 . Koontz, 133 S . Ct . at 2610 (Kagan, J ., dissenting, with whom Justices Gins-
burg, Breyer, and Sotomayor join) .

188 . Lingle, 544 U .S . at 538 .
189 . Penn Cent. Transp. Co., 438 U .S . at 124 .
190 . U .S . Army Corps of Eng’rs, Regulatory Program FAQs, supra note 19 .
191 . Randolph, supra note 1, at 542 .
192 . Strand & Rothschild, supra note 9, at 57-58 .

ally all permits is the use of compensatory mitigation mea-
sures to offset for adverse environmental impact caused by 
the proposed development site . The use of mitigation bank 
credits and in-lieu fee payments is often employed as part of 
these mitigation measures . Koontz now requires that mitiga-
tion bank credits and in-lieu fees have a “nexus” and “rough 
proportionality” to the environmental impact of the pro-
posed development . Even though the Koontz decision does 
not provide definitive answers as to what, exactly, needs 
to be proportional or what satisfies the nexus requirement 
within this context, the district engineers’ current assess-
ment of compensatory mitigation measures provides evi-
dence that the nexus and proportionality requirements may 
already be met by current practice, and the Koontz decision 
will not lead to a complete overhaul of the §404 permit-
ting process . To be prepared for future lawsuits by prop-
erty owners asserting their private property rights under the 
Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment, the compensatory 
mitigation guidelines should be amended to set forth more 
strict guidelines on how mitigation banks and in-lieu fees 
are quantified and how their mitigation is measured against 
the proposed development’s impact .
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